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Abstract

techniques, spectral analysis is considered as simple, more cost
effective and quantitative method to analyze hypernasality [5].
In the literature, acoustic cues such as weakening of formants,
decrease in the strength and enhanced bandwidth of F1 and
F2 , rise in the amplitude between F1 and F2 , introduction of
pole/zero pairs in the vicinity of F1 and shifts in the formant frequencies are reported for the analysis of hypernasal speech [5].
Hence, these spectral modifications in the hypernasal speech
will have an impact on the articulatory dynamics while producing vowels resulting in vowel centralization and in turn affecting
speech intelligibility [6].
The vowel space area (VSA) analysis is one of the efficient measure to study the vowel centralization effect. This
metric has helped speech-language pathologists to study the
spectral changes, the articulatory precision and found useful
in predicting speech intelligibility in various speech disorders
like Down syndrome [7], cerebral palsy [8], hearing impairment [9], dysarthria [10]. A recent study on VSA on CLP
speakers reported the reduced vowel space in their speech [6].
However, the effect of severity of hypernasality on vowel space
was not explicitly studied in the literature. Apart from pathological speech, studies have also been focused on investigating
vowel space in the normal population, across age groups, gender, languages and different phonetic contexts. The studies infer
that with the increase in age, vowel space reduces [11], the presence of larger vowel space in females as compared to males [12]
and also cross-linguistic variations in vowel space. In a study
which investigated the vowel space across phonetic contexts,
the authors concluded that larger VSA was found in the context
of velar /k/, followed by bilabial /p/ and retroflex /t/ at last [13].
Motivated by the importance of vowel space in the analysis of
pathological speech, intelligibility, and variation of vowel space
across contexts, age, and gender, the current study focused on
studying the effect of hypernasality in CLP children. Also in
this work, the analysis of vowel space across different severity
ratings of hypernasality and across different contexts is carried
out. The comparison of vowel space across three severity levels
of hypernasality is carried out two different conditions:

Vowel space area (VSA) refers to a two-dimensional area,
which is bounded by lines joining F1 and F2 coordinates of
vowels. In the speech of individuals with cleft lip and palate
(CLP), the effect of hypernasality introduces the pole-zero pairs
in the speech spectrum, which will shift the formants of a target sound. As a result, vowel space in hypernasal speech gets
affected. In this work, analysis of vowel space area in normal, mild and moderate-severe hypernasality groups is analyzed and compared across the three groups. Also, the effect
of hypernasality severity ratings across different phonetic contexts i.e, /p/, /t/, and /k/ is studied. The results revealed that
VSA is reduced in CLP children, compared to control participants, across sustained vowels and different phonetic contexts.
Compared to normal, the reduction in the vowel space is more
for the moderate-severe hypernasality group than that of mild.
The CLP group exhibited a trend of having larger VSA for
/p/, followed by /t/, and lastly by /k/. The statistical analysis
revealed overall significant difference among the three groups
(p < 0.05).
Index Terms: Cleft Lip and Palate (CLP) speech, vowel space
area, formants, hypernasality severity.

1. Introduction
The children with cleft lip and palate exhibit typical speech deviances due to inadequate functioning of velopharyngeal port,
structural abnormalities and due to mislearning [1]. Most frequently their speech will always be associated with hypernasality which results from a velopharyngeal dysfunction (VPD). It
is a condition where individuals fail to achieve velopharyngeal
closure adequately during speech production leading to leakage
of air through the nose. Additionally, articulation errors including compensatory productions along with disturbed voice quality affect the speech intelligibility [2], [3], [4]. Among these abnormal speech characteristics, hypernasality is devastating and
is a major concern in the assessment and management field.
Evaluation of hypernasality and its severity rating has proved to
be a challenge for SLPs in the clinical and research field. The
issues like the accuracy, reliability of perceptual judgments of
hypernasality and the disagreement between subjective and objective evaluation have always interfered with accurate clinical
evaluation. There is also the question of whether clinical evaluation reflects the impact of hypernasality in a speakers everyday
life. Hence to analyze hypernasality and its effect on speech
intelligibility, a number of noninvasive techniques like perceptual, physiological and acoustic methods are used. Among other
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1. The vowel space in sustained vowels /a/, /i/, /u/
2. The vowel space across different phonetic contexts
(/papa/, /pipi/, /pupu/, /tata/, /titi/, /tutu/, /kaka/, /kiki/,
/kuku/) and to look for the trend across the three contexts
in CLPs and make comparison with normal children.
Further, the paper is organized as follows: section II describes
the data collection and perceptual evaluation. Section III describes the extraction of formants and computation of vowel
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Figure 1: LP magnitude spectra of phonation /a/, /i/, and /u/ for the normal, mild, and moderate-severe hypernsality cases. Figure
shows that introduction of extra nasal formants in the visinity of F1 , increase in the valley amplitude between F1 and F2 , and shift of
formants in hypernasal speech.

3. Vowel space area computation

space area. Section IV explains the results and analysis of the
current study. Finally, section V provides the conclusion and
mentions the future scope.

All the data recorded are transferred to a personal computer.
PRAAT software [16] is used to extract the formants of three
corner vowels /a/, /i/, /u/ from sustained phonation and from
three phonetic contexts to calculate the VSA. By visualizing
the vowel region using waveform and spectrogram, the F1 and
F2 of the target corner vowel are measured at the midpoint of
the vowel. Here, for CVCV unit the first vowel is considered
for the analysis. The formant frequencies from all the participants are averaged and a single average value representing each
group of normal, mild and moderate-severe hypernasality category was obtained for further analysis. A sustained part in the
isolated vowel and the first vowel in each word are considered.
The samples are analyzed using Praat and F1 and F2 formants
are extracted for the analysis. Using the extracted F1 and F2
values for each category, the vowel triangles are computed using MATLAB.

2. Database and perceptual evaluation
Eighteen children (11 males and 7 females) with cleft lip and
palate in the age range of 7-12 years are considered for the
study. All the participants had repaired cleft of lip and palate
and are native speakers of Kannada. Kannada is a Dravidian
language, spoken in Karnataka, a state located in Southern part
of India. The participants are chosen based on the inclusionary
criteria of not having associated syndromic conditions and other
sensory and neurological impairments. The language abilities
of all the individuals with cleft palate are age adequate. Fifteen
children with normal speech and language characteristics who
are age and gender matched served as controls for the study.
The speech stimuli consists of CVCV non-words which
contain the consonants /k/, /t/, /p/ with corner vowels (/a/, /i/,
and /u/) combination (/kaka/, /tata/, /papa/, /pipi/, /titi/, /kiki/,
/pupu/, /tutu/, /kuku/). The speech recording has been carried
out in All India Institute of Speech and Hearing Mysore, India [14]. All the participants seated comfortably in a sound
treated room and the data is recorded using a sound level meter at a distance of 15 cm from each child at a sampling rate
of 48, 000 Hz with 16 bits resolution. The three repetitions of
CVCV words and a sustained phonation of /a/, /i/, /u/ were taken
from all the participants for the purpose of calculating the vowel
space. A conversational sample of five to ten minutes and repetition of five oral and oronasal sentences were recorded for the
purpose of perceptual analysis to rate the hypernasality level.

PRAAT calculates the formants by linear prediction (LP)
analysis of speech signal, where LP coefficients are computed
by Burg’s method. The LP magnitude spectra plotted for the
sustained phonations of /a/, /i/, and /u/ of the normal, mild, and
moderate-severe hypernasal speakers are as shown in Fig. 1. As
shown in the Fig. 1, there is an addition of extra formants in the
vicinity of the first formant in /a/. There is a shift in the amplitude between the amplitudes of first and second formants /i/, due
to the addition of extra poles. Also, a shift in the formant location for the hypernasal /u/ is observed. The LP analysis shows
that there is a shift in the formant locations in the hypernasal
speech, compared to that of normals.

To rate the severity of hypernasality and based on which,
to group the participants into the mild and moderate-severe category, the perceptual analysis is carried out. The three experienced speech-language pathologists used the conversational
sample, oral and oronasal sentences uttered by children with
CLP for hypernasality judgment based on a 4-point rating scale
given by Henningson, 2008 [15]. Among 18 children with CLP,
10 of them are categorized into a mild hypernasality and other
8 participants are grouped into the moderate-severe category.

4. Results and discussion
The aim of the present study is to study and compare VSA
across two severity levels of hypernasality in CLP individuals
within two different conditions. The vowel triangles and the
mean VSA values were obtained for making the comparison between the normal group, CLP group having mild and moderatesevere levels of hypernasality.
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Figure 2: Vowel triangles of normal, mild and moderate-severe group in phonation and in the contexts of /k/, /t/ and /p/. Figure shows
that there is reduction in the vowel space in the gradation from normal, mild to moderate-severe. Also, among different contexts, vowel
space is severely affected for the context /k/, and least for that of /p/
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4.1. Comparison of vowel triangles between normal, mild
and moderate-severe groups in sustained phonation and
across three phonetic contexts of /k/, /t/ and /p/.
Vowel space area

x 10

The descriptive statistical analysis was performed to obtain
the mean values of VSA across each group in two conditions
(Phonation and phonetic contexts). Table 1 shows mean (in
KHz) of VSA of all the three groups. The obtained mean values of VSA are used to plot vowel triangles as shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of vowel space area (VSA) for
normal, mild, and moderate-severe hypernasality levels across
phonation and contexts (/k/, /t/, and /p/). For all the contexts,
the median values are significantly different for each category
of hypernasality. However, it can be observed from the distribution for phonation context that the discrimination between
hypernasal and normal is highest, whereas, for the /p/ context
this discrimination is very less. The discrimination within the
CLP categories is very less in phonation context. However, in
the /t/, and /k/ contexts this discrimination is more. A further
statistical analysis is presented in the next subsection to analyze
the statistical significance among them.
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Figure 3: Distribution of vowel space area (VSA) for normal,
mild, and moderate-severe hypernsality levels across phonation, contexts /k/, /t/, and /p/.
Table 1: Vowel space area (VSA) for normal, mild, and
moderate-severe hypernsality levels across phonation, contexts
/k/, /t/, and /p/
VSA x103 Hz 2

It is observed that the larger VSA is found in the normal
group, followed by the mild and moderate-severe group in both
the conditions of sustained phonation and phonetic contexts.
The moderate-severe group shows significantly reduced VSA
when compared to the other groups and vowel space was comparatively better in mild hypernasality group. This significant
reduction in VSA as a function of severity of hypernasality is attributed to the changes in articulatory dynamics (lack of precise
and finer movements of the articulators during the production of
vowels) as a result of hypernasality leading to vowel centralization effect. As the severity of hypernasality increases, it leads to
unintelligible speech and considerable reduction of VSA is observed. In the phonetic context condition, the typically developing children exhibited a trend of larger vowel space in /k/, followed by /p/ and lastly by /t/. The smaller vowel space among
all the three was found in the context of retroflex /t/. It can be
explained that for velar stop /k/, the coarticulatory effects are
found to be higher and since the point of constriction is moved
backward in the oral cavity, there will be increased F1 and reduced F2 for vowels /a/ and /i/. Bilabial /p/ as an active articulator has the highest freedom of movement enabling the optimal

Phonation
/k/
/t/
/p/

Normal
396.18
471.35
395.60
467.55

Mild
276.48
299.47
318.45
397.28

Moderate-Severe
169.19
183.22
190.58
276.58

tongue movements required for the production of a target vowel.
The production of retroflex /t/ involves complex tongue dynamics which places high demands on tongue movements and compromises the articulatory precision. These results are in consonance with the previous study conducted in [13].
In CLP group, in all the contexts of consonants, results revealed reduced VSA when compared to typically developing
children and found in the order of V SA/p/ > V SA/t/ >
V SA/k/. VSA is highest in the context of bilabial /p/ and least
in the context of velar /k/. This reduction in VSA in all the three
phonetic contexts in CLP in comparison with the normal group
is most likely because of the presence of hypernasality and com-
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duced compared to mild and normal groups. The reduction in
the vowel space area is found to be least for context /p/, whereas
/t/ showed an intermediate result. Further, the study can be extended to develop an automatic tool for the hypernasality level
classification using formant estimation techniques. Also, the
vowel space area can be used as an acoustic evidence, in addition to existing spectral based features for the better discrimination of hypernasality grading.

pensatory articulation errors in their speech. The compensatory
articulation errors are seen as a learned pattern to compensate
for physiological constraints and are likely to persist even after
the surgical correction of the structural anomaly in CLP children. The most common error pattern observed in repaired cleft
palate speakers is the posterior placement of oral targets (Glottal stops, pharyngeal and laryngeal stops) [17]. These errors
are thought to occur due to an attempt to achieve a valve at a
point posterior to the oral cavity in an effort to build up pressure
to produce plosives and even to prevent nasal air escape [17].
These compensatory errors cause a shift in the place of articulation where the normal tongue posture may not be established resulting in deviant tongue movements. The altered tongue movements can also occur due to the presence of oronasal fistulae,
dental anomalies, and inadequate velopharyngeal closure. As
a consequence of the deviant articulatory dynamics involved
in the production of consonants, the vowels associated with it
get affected due to the coarticulatory effect leading to reduced
vowel space area.
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Table 2: MANOVA Test of Between Subjects Effects
F(2,25)
Significance
(p-value)

Phonation
8.52
p <0.05

/k/
11.56
p <0.05

/t/
3.14
p <0.05

/p/
6.93
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